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Purpose

To share tips and lessons-learned, “practitioner 

to practitioner”, from experience implementing 
Climate-Related Disclosures

It is NOT the purpose of this session to outline publicly available guidance information
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A bit about Meridian’s CRD journey and my role…

• Meridian has voluntarily disclosed since 2019 (prior 3 FY’s) – aligned with TCFD

• Meridian has featured in numerous show-case pieces (example: TCFD Status 
Report 2021) for it’s financial quantification approach

• Me - since joining Meridian early 2021, led 

Meridian’s underlying process and preparation 

of FY21 disclosure – right now, working on FY22 
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Tip #1 – invest in learning to get clear on foundational concepts

• Invest time to learn to ensure you have a solid conceptual understanding of the 
disclosure objectives – obvious, but don’t skip it

• Know that this isn’t a one-off, year on year best practice evolves and so too will 
expectations/standards – allow ongoing time/resource

• Particularly relevant for those who have a ‘leading’ role and will need to be an 
educator/informer for others 

• Resources:
• TCFD – Guidance documents, Status report, Knowledge Hub – lots of practical examples

• Select disclosures from other organisations & conversations with select individuals/organisations 
who have experience ‘doing’

• Webinars / short courses (recently Australian Securities Exchange TCFD 101 and 102 sessions)

• Feedback from primary users (i.e., investors)

• Consultation documents

• ESG assessments

• Technical Readiness Working Group (TRWG) Climate Related Disclosures Prototype

https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/groups/trwg/trwg-climate-related-disclosures-prototype.pdf
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Tip #2 – gap analysis & clear adoption choices

Having landed the concepts…‘map’ existing processes/work your organisation 
already has in place against disclosure requirements – you might be surprised on 
how much coverage you already have and you will get clear on gaps…..

Make deliberate and clear adoption-choices early with key stakeholders. Have your 
unique stakeholders and target audience in mind.  

Example: based on updates to TCFD guidance in 2021, and early indicators from XRB (consultation 
documents), Meridian has agreed on specific process and disclosure enhancements to adopt for FY22 
disclosure purposes. 

Consider:
- Is the development of a “improvement/adoption” roadmap right for you (a way of starting and defining 

bite-sized pieces)

- Seeking independent ‘gap analysis’ 
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Tip #3 – build a core ‘team’

• Identify key leaders/contributors and knowledge holders relevant to each 
disclosure area 

• Be clear on who needs to have deep knowledge of CRD ‘best practice’ and 
standards vs those that need to “know enough” to be able to contribute their 
knowledge and expertise 

• Consider a ‘core team’, a wider ‘key contributor’ group, and any other expert input 
required/relevant for your organisation

Example: 
• core Meridian representation from Sustainability, Strategy & Finance (including scenario leads and Risk 

Manager) etc

• wider ‘key contributors’ group extends to include representatives from Strategy & Finance, Retail 
(customer), Generation (asset engineering and operations), Wholesale, Development, People team etc

• Independent advice from climate scientist on physical impact assumptions i.e., hydro inflow profiles
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Tip #4 – tools and ways of working

• Be clear on existing processes you will draw on
Example: Governance – Meridian’s Audit and Risk Committee adopted primary Board responsibility for climate related 
governance, use of existing Group risk assessment frameworks / tools such as consequence/impact matrix etc

• Define any additional forums or tools required to meet targeted adoption goals
Example: climate risk and opportunity register captures broader list of items, each evaluated/assessed, workshop for system 
change impacts on existing and new risks/opportunities

• The application of ‘materiality’ for external disclosure 
Example; Meridian makes a deliberate choice on what meets a defined threshold for inclusion in external disclosure 
documents. Other risks/opportunities and associated metrics/targets are managed by relevant business owners. 

• Financial quantification – document assumptions / data sources and rationale for 
the financial quantification approach

Example: all risks and opportunities Meridian has disclosed have a corresponding record of assumptions and methodology 
used to ‘size’ a potential financial impact
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Example – Meridian FY21 disclosure
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Summary tips & lessons learned

1. Invest in learning to get clear on foundational concepts

2. Completed a gap analysis & make clear adoption choices 

3. Identify and build a ‘team’ (core, wider key contributors and other 
specialist input where required)

4. Be clear on tools and ways of working you will leverage, or build to 
make the process simple but robust (platforms for growth and year-on-
year improvement)



Questions?


